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The Orchestral Ledger in the Louise HansonDyer Music Library, University of Melbourne
Alison Rabinovici
If the University thinks the new-style violin harmful to music in Australia, only an act
of Parliament forbidding it will help them.
The author of these words, penned in 1912, was Charles Evelyn Creasy Jensen Manby, violin
teacher, entrepreneur, inventor, and occasional borrower from the University of Melbourne
Conservatorium Music Library. The story of this irascible and passionate man emerged from
the pages of an orchestral ledger register in the rare music collection of the Louise Hanson-Dyer
Music Library. The register is dated 1910, and details the orchestral music collection of the
Conservatorium of Music Library—scores and parts that are still on the library shelves today.
In its pages are recorded the names of people and organisations who borrowed from the library
over a period of nearly fifty years, from 1911 to 1954. This extraordinary document provides
unique information about those borrowers: who borrowed what, when and how often. It is an
important primary source for information about programming and performance, and hence
reception of music in Melbourne over the period in question. As a starting point for research
into the lives of borrowers and the history of the orchestras for whose use they borrowed
orchestral parts and scores, the register is invaluable. Through examination of the recorded
dates of loans and returns, the register offers easy access to press reviews of the concerts for
which the music was used. The register is also an important source of information about early
twentieth-century library systems and resources.
‘The University and the New-style Violin,’ Music and Dramatic News 2 (December 1912): 166.
For a librarian’s view of such documents, see Peter Thompson, ‘”Does it Matter if the Users are Actually
Dead?” A Database to Reconnect with the Borrowers and Collection of a Hundred Year Old Library,’
paper presented at VALA2006, 13th Biennial Conference of VALA–Libraries, Technology and the Future
(previously Victorian Association of Library Automation), Melbourne, February 2006.
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A fieldwork placement for the subject ‘History in the Field’ (Department of History) with
Dr Andrew Brown-May and Dr June Senyard offered me the opportunity to complete the first
phase in the conservation management program of the orchestral ledger and, additionally,
to begin research based on information that emerged during the initial conservation process.
The project came under the umbrella of Helen Arnoldi, Student Projects Coordinator, Cultural
Collections, and Evelyn Portek, music librarian. Wendy Walters, Coordinator of Conservation
Programs, provided an introduction to conservation methods and procedures.
This research report offers first of all, a description of the register, secondly, briefly details
the preservation procedure and finally offers a short account of some of the preliminary research
that the register has inspired. Although for assessment purposes the project was completed,
the register as a source of information about networks established between the University and
the local community remains an on-going research project. In particular, I continue to work on
the Italian connections, the story of Charles Manby, and on the history of some of the suburban
orchestras that are listed in the register.
Apparently, the register has always been located in the Music Library. It is an impressive
artefact in its own right, and was made by the Melbourne firm of E. Whitehead & Co.,
‘Stationers, General Printers and Account Book Manufacturers.’ A label on the front cover gives
the date as 27 August 1910 (see Figure 1). Loosely held together between two cloth-covered
hard covers by metal rods, the 870 pages (approximately 30cm by 42cm) show the combined
effects of age, neglect, inappropriate storage, insect damage, rust and water damage (see
Figure 2). Many of the leaves have badly damaged edges; folding, foxing, creasing is obvious,
as is discoloration and a degree of brittleness of many of the exposed page edges. Dusty and
disintegrating, it is not possible to turn the pages without risking further damage, hence the
need to carefully lift each page, one at a time, to begin the conservation process.
Figure 1. Orchestral Ledger, label inside front cover.
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Figure 2. Orchestral Ledger, showing its poor state as at 2 August 2006.

Each orchestral work is allocated an individual, numbered page. Each page lists the title,
composer, publisher, shelf location, cost, hiring charge, and details of the parts held. A ‘Remarks’
section notes details such as the name of the donor and the date of donation or date of purchase.
The names of borrowers are listed, often with the name of the organisation with which they
were associated. Information is listed in columns, as shown in Figure 3. Despite the dilapidated
state of the register, no pages are missing from the 475 pages processed to this time.
Figure 3. Page layout of the Orchestral Ledger.
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The register first lists symphonies, in alphabetical order according to composer, followed by
tone poems and symphonic poems, concertos, overtures, marches, dances, operatic preludes,
suites, ballet music, oratorios, and more concertos, also in alphabetical order according to
composer. Sixty-eight of the 470 items were never borrowed; many were borrowed only a
few times, and a number were much in demand. Among the works borrowed on more than
thirty occasions were Beethoven’s Symphony no. 5, Schubert’s ‘Unfinished’ Symphony, the
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tone poem Finlandia by Sibelius (see Figure 4), Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto in E minor, and
overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the overture to the Marriage of Figaro by Mozart, the
Merry Wives of Windsor overture by Nicolai, the Rosamunde overture by Schubert, Sibelius’s
Romance in C and Valse Triste, the second set of Hungarian Dances by Brahms (forty-three
times), the ballets Silvia by Delibes and Le Cid by Massenet, and ‘Three Dances from Henry
VIII’ by Edward German. Hardly surprisingly, heading the list at a massive sixty-six loans,
was Handel’s Messiah.
Figure 4. Orchestral Ledger, page 66, recto: Tone Poem, Finlandia—Sibelius.

The conservation process involved careful separation of individual sheets from the register,
brush cleaning and vacuuming with a HEPA-filter industrial vacuum cleaner, and placement
of sheets in individual archival quality mylar sleeves (see Figure 5). Dirt and insect remains
were removed where possible with either a vinyl eraser or pulverised vinyl. Where necessary,
sheets were stabilised and tears mended with archival tape.
The very process of restoring and preserving the pages of the register involved the
deconstruction of this object, and with that, the potential loss of some of the information that
could be read from it as an artefact of material culture, where this relates to its condition prior
to treatment. But there is no doubt that in order to access the important written information
that the document contained—inaccessible in its present state—the conservation process
and the consequent re-formation of the register was completely necessary. Each page, and
where necessary both sides, was photographed after cleaning, so that eventually register
page information can be accessed as high quality images on CD. The register itself was
photographed at various stages of work-in-progress so that a record remains of the register
in its original condition.
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Figure 5. Sheets from the Orchestral Ledger after conservation treatment.

Working from both the original pages and from photographic images, I am currently
entering data into an Excel worksheet under the column headings detailed above in Figure 3.
The ultimate aim is to make the completed photographic record and searchable database
accessible for research. To date, page number, work, composer and the number of borrowers
recorded on 475 pages has already been processed. The complete list of all loan and return
information for each page will take much longer to enter, as many works were heavily
borrowed. Figure 6 provides an example of the borrowing record for one popular orchestral
work, Sibelius’s Valse Triste, first borrowed in 1910 and last borrowed in 1951.
Among major borrowers were the ABC orchestras, the Melbourne University Conservatorium orchestras, and teachers from the Conservatorium. Music was also lent to the MarshallHall Conservatorium, Albert Street Conservatorium (Melba Conservatorium), the New
Conservatorium (Melbourne), the Elder Conservatorium of Music (Adelaide) and the NSW
State Conservatorium of Music (Sydney). Music was sent interstate to orchestras in Adelaide,
Toowoomba, Brisbane, Newcastle, Hobart, Launceston, Sydney, Canberra and Perth, and
within Victoria to Bendigo, Geelong, Warrnambool, Yallourn and Ballarat. Melbourne suburban
orchestras included those from Kew, Williamstown, Heidelberg, Malvern, South Melbourne,
Ivanhoe and Alphington, to the South Suburban Orchestral Society, Zelman Memorial
Orchestra, and the orchestras of the Musicians’ Union, the Victorian Railways Institute, the
Victorian Professional Orchestra and a number of theatre orchestras. On occasion music was
sent by sea to New Zealand.
It is obvious from this list alone that there is enormous potential for research projects
into many aspects of the musical fabric of early twentieth-century Australia, particularly
in Melbourne. The research outcomes based on the information ultimately available via a
searchable database and the photographic images promises to be both fascinating and extremely
wide-ranging in scope. A comparative study of Melbourne suburban orchestras would seem to
be one possible starting point. While the Zelman Memorial Orchestra has been the subject of
a book, and the Williamstown Symphony Orchestra receives a brief mention in a work about

Don Fairweather, Your Friend, Alberto Zelman: The Story of Alberto Zelman and the Zelman Memorial Symphony
Orchestra (Melbourne: The Orchestra, 1984).
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Figure 6. Orchestral Ledger, page 318, Valse Triste—Sibelius.
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the suburb, no comparative study has been done of amateur orchestral playing in Melbourne.
Some of the questions that could be addressed might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

When did organised amateur orchestral playing emerge in Melbourne?
What were the precipitating factors?
What factors contributed to the success (or lack of success) of the orchestras?
Who were the conductors and what was their musical/social background?
What factors contributed to the collapse of some of the orchestras?
What factors contributed to the long-term survival of some of these orchestras (such as
the Zelman Memorial Orchestra, Malvern Symphony and Heidelberg Symphony)?
• What was the interaction/interface between professional/amateur musicians?

Among the suburban amateur orchestras, the Williamstown Orchestral Society was one
of the most prolific and regular borrowers. Also recorded in the register as the Williamstown
Symphony Orchestra, it came into existence about 1924. It was conducted by Christian John
Lauer (1897–1971), resident in Williamstown for most of his life. Lauer was an accountant by
profession, and had been a student of Albert Parkes (born in 1868) for both violin and viola.
Parkes was a successful and very busy teacher and violinist, and father of Cecil Parkes, billed
when young as Melbourne’s child-prodigy violinist. By all accounts, one of the reasons for the
success of the Williamstown orchestra was the cohesion of the string section, most of whom
were students of Albert Parkes. Perhaps, also, Lauer’s active involvement within the local
community played a part.
One rather charming characteristic of Lauer was his unfailing habit of arriving in person at
the music library to collect the orchestral scores and parts.10 One can imagine him taking the
tram from his city office down Elizabeth Street to the Conservatorium during his lunch time,
or making his way there after a day at work. The orchestra’s relative success may have had
something to do with the concert programmes, which were always of items from the ‘most
borrowed’ list. Another possible reason for the orchestra’s success was the long-standing Parkes
family connection, with Albert Parkes as teacher of many members, Kinsgley Parkes as orchestral
leader and Cecil Parkes as soloist with the orchestra on many occasions. Perhaps a highlight of
the orchestra’s history was the performance in 1934 of the Messiah in the Williamstown Town
Hall. Press reviews report that 1,200 people attended the performance, which was organised
by Lauer as part of the ‘Back to Williamstown’ celebrations of that year.11
See Gregor McShane, Prodigy: Cecil Parkes, Melbourne’s Violin Virtuoso (Auckland: Brick Row, 1991).
‘Orchestra Emerging: Williamstown’s Interesting Body,’ Australian Musical News 16 (July 1927): 18.

Biographical dates in this report are drawn from the following sources: ‘Digger Federation Index: Victoria,
1889–1901’ and ‘Digger Death Index: Victoria, 1921–1985,’ State Library of Victoria (CDRom), ‘Cemetery
Index’ State Library of Victoria, and the website of the National Archive of Australia, <http://www.naa.
gov.au>.

Sands & McDougall’s Melbourne & Suburban Directory (Melbourne: Sands and McDougall, various years).

‘Orchestra Emerging,’18.

Lauer was the Honorary Organiser of the ‘Back to Williamstown Celebrations’ in 1934 (Williamstown
Courier, 6 October 1934: 5), and was president of the Williamstown Lawn Tennis Association, 1932–1937
(Williamstown Advertiser, 25 June 1932, 6 March 1937).
10
Lauer’s and the Williamstown orchestra’s borrowings in the orchestral register always indicate ‘self’
in the ‘Forwarded per’ column.
11
‘The Messiah,’ Williamstown Courier, 24 November 1934: 1.
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A comparison with the Malvern Symphony Orchestra would be enlightening, as it was
formed at roughly the same time as the Williamstown orchestra, was similarly successful
(if not more so), and the personnel of the string section were, in the main, students of the
conductor, William Mallinson. A reading of contemporary reports and reviews of these amateur
orchestras points to their role as a fertile ground for the development of players on their way
towards a professional career as orchestral players. It also indicates a lively mix of amateur
and professional or semi-professional players within the ranks of the suburban orchestras.
Suspecting that there might be an interesting Italian link with the University, I selected
the names of ‘A. Di Gilio’ and ‘G. Briglia’ for more detailed research. Both were violinists
and conductors, and with their stories, a fascinating chapter in Melbourne’s musical and
immigration history emerged. August Di Gilio (1897–1950) was listed as a borrower, sometimes
with no other details. By 1930, his name was listed against Kew Symphony Orchestra. The
name of Guiseppe Briglia (1878–1960) first appeared in 1915 as a borrower, but by 1930 the
name ‘Briglia’ was associated with the Victorian Professional Orchestra. This could possibly
have been Carlo Briglia, son of Giuseppe.
Both the Briglia and Di Gilio families were part of the Italian settlement of Carlton in the
1880s and 1890s, Briglia arriving with his family in 1900 and Di Gilio being born in Carlton in
1897. Many of Carlton’s Italian immigrants were musicians from the villages of Mariscovetere
and Viggiano in the Basilicata region of southern Italy. These villages were noted in the
period 1860 to 1880 for the migration of musicians—largely violinists and harpists—to major
urban centres of the world to perform as itinerant street musicians. This involved a kind of
contracting system for child musicians, who were apprenticed or indentured to a padrone, or
master, by parents, and the plight of these child street musicians became a major topic in both
the French, Italian and American press in the 1860s and 1870s.12 Two documented padroni of
the period in both France and America were Agostino Di Gilia and Antonio Briglia, both from
Mariscovetere. Briglia appeared to have been particularly notorious and his activities are well
documented in the American newspapers, often in a particularly sensationalist manner (see
Figure 7).13 The New York Times reported that one of the two little girls who were brought to
America by Briglia from Calabria was:
compelled by Briglia to play the violin all day in the streets, and to give him all the
money she earned; that he allowed her to eat only once a day, giving her then only
bread, and not enough of it; he also compelled them to undress and sleep in the same
room with himself.14
In Melbourne a decade later, police reports expressed concern about the number of young
Italian child musicians on the streets whose parents or guardians ‘refused to give any particulars
regarding themselves or their offspring.’15
John E. Zucchi, The Little Slaves of the Harp: Italian Child Street Musicians in Nineteenth-century Paris, London
and New York (Montreal: McGill–Queen’s UP, 1992).
13
See, for example, ‘Child Slavery: A Brutal Italian Task-master Brought to Grief—Parents Selling their
Children—an Italian Fagin,’ Daily Evening Bulletin, 30 July 1873; ‘The Padrone System,’ Chicago Tribune,
28 February 1886: 9; ‘The Padrone System Flourishes in Chicago’s Italian Section,’ Owyhee Avalanche, 21 
January 1898.
14
‘Briglia: The Padrone,’ New York Times, 14 July 1878: 12.
15
Police report by Constable Robert Wardley, ‘Relative to Italian Boys Singing and Performing in the Streets,’
No. 1 Division, Russell Street Station, Melbourne, 17 August 1888, reproduced in [‘From Our Archives’]
‘Italian Boys Busking in the Streets—1888,’ Italian Historical Society Journal 11.1 (January/June 2003): 32.
12
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Figure 7. ‘The Padrone System,’ Owyhee Avalanche, 21 January 1898.

The absorbing work of John Zucchi on itinerant Italian musicians in London, Paris and
New York suggests strongly that an exploration of the same themes in the Australian context
would be worthwhile.16 It is my intention to further pursue this aspect of young musicians
performing in the streets of Melbourne. Preliminary exploration raises further questions about
the circumstances of the settlement of musicians from the Basilicata region in Carlton around
the turn of the century.
The exceptional talent of August Di Gilio (see Figure 8) on both violin and flute was
recognised early in Melbourne. He won a number of prizes at the South Street Eisteddfod
16

Zucchi, Little Slaves of the Harp.
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Figure 8. August Di Gilio, portrait in the Australian Musical News, January 1926, page 19.

(Ballarat),17 gained a diploma from the University of Melbourne in 1922,18 and became a highly
respected teacher and violinist,19 both within the Italian and in the broader musical community
of Melbourne. Giuseppe Briglia was also hugely active within the Italian community, and
widely respected, both for his personal and his musical qualities. His son Carlo, also a violinist,
continued the tradition of adding to the richness of musical life in Melbourne.
Among borrowers who appeared at first sight to be unaffiliated with either the University
or a suburban orchestra, Charles Manby (1870–1944) was certainly one of the more interesting
(see Figure 9). English born, Manby was a teacher at the Conservatorium from 1903 to 1907 and
again from 1930 to 1939.20 He appears to have had an acrimonious relationship with university
authorities, and was nothing if not tactless with his opinions in print. Manby’s main claim to
‘Ballarat Competitions,’ Australian Musical News 2.5 (1912): 124.
University of Melbourne: The University Conservatorium of Music—Prospectus, 1926 (Melbourne: The
University, 1926).
19
Angelo Candela and Romilda Lauricella, transcription of ‘Interview with Angelo Candela’ (Melbourne,
1985), Monash University Collection.
20
Peter J. Tregear, The Conservatorium of Music University of Melbourne: An Historical Essay to Mark Its
Centenary, 1895–1995 (Parkville: Centre for Studies in Australian Music, 1997).
17

18
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Figure 9. Charles Manby, portrait in the Australian Musical News, 1918, page 30.

fame was the invention of a fretted ‘resonant hollow stopped [H.S.] fingerboard’ for which he
registered three patents on three continents.21 The fretted fingerboard was cause for much of
the controversy among his colleagues, and with the university authorities in the 1920s.22
Manby’s new fingerboard was not only fretted (see Figure 10), but was also colour coded
(see Figure 11), and related directly to the publication of his Sérénade Italienne, which appeared
Charles Manby, ‘An Improved Fingerboard for Violins or Like String Instruments,’ Great Britain: Patent
no. 7732, 1912; ‘Finger-Board for Violins or Like String Instruments,’ United States: 1914, ‘Improvements
in and Relating to the Fingerboards of Violins, and Like Stringed Instruments,’ Australia, 1924.
22
See various articles throughout 1922, in particular: ‘The Manby Positive System: Some Pointed Criticism
by S. Gibson and the Answer by C. Manby,’ Australian Musical News 11 (1922): 373–75; C. Manby, ‘Violin
Method Criticised: Facts of Interest and Value to Violin Students Brought out by the Controversy,’ Australian
Musical News 12 (1922): 116; ‘Violin Method Controversy: The Editor’s Judgement,’ Australian Musical
News 12 (1922): 153–55.
21
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in 1911, with positions marked and printed in colours (see Figure 12).23 A copy of this work is
held in the Louise Hanson-Dyer Music Library, rare music collection. It bears annotations in
Manby’s own hand. Preliminary findings indicate that Charles Manby was an important figure
in music pedagogy in Australia, specifically in violin teaching. His contribution to the field of
music education was significant and has not as yet received the attention it deserves.
The 1910 orchestral register is, indeed, a most exciting document. It promises to be a fertile
source for information about and research into many aspects of Australian music performance
and reception in the first half of the twentieth century. Early indications suggest that
information in the register will add materially to a new assessment of the role of the University
Conservatorium of Music within the musical life of Melbourne. A web of connection begins to
emerge, placing the Conservatorium library at the centre of a vital and energetic musical life
outside the university, as well as within the walls of academia. The Library appears to have
been an important source of music for both amateur orchestras and professional musicians,
both from an educated British or German tradition, and from the Italian community, who
were professional musicians although many of them lacked a formal music education. The
story of families such as the Di Gilios and the Briglias shows also the gradual engagement of
a younger generation with formal musical education and with musical employment across a
wide spectrum of traditions and genres. The orchestral register itself may yet prove to be an
invaluable document in its own right.
Figure 10. The fingerboard from a Manby violin.

Manby sent a copy of his new work to the Federal Government Copyright Office on 25 August 1911,
and copyright was registered as of 11 September that year. National Archives of Australia, series accession
number A1336/1 (literary copyright no. 2068).
23
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Figure 11. A Manby violin in the workshop of Roger Buckmaster, Melbourne, showing the coloured and
fretted fingerboard (photographed with permission of Roger Buckmaster).
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Figure 11. Charles Manby, Sérénade Italienne, copy held in the Louise Hanson-Dyer Music
Library, University of Melbourne.

